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Expanded Overstayers Voluntary Departure Program Starts to Encourage 

Overstaying Foreign Citizens to Turn Themselves in  

With the spread of coronavirus-19(COVID-19) worldwide and the 

discovery of case 32 confirmed COVID-19 patient to be an undocumented 

migrant worker, it has been a topic of wide discussion on whether overstaying 

population causes vulnerability to Taiwan’s disease control. “To cope with this 

issue, the National Immigration Agency(NIA) initiated the Expanded 

Overstayers Voluntary Departure Program, which starts from April 1st and ends 

on June 30th with a promotion period from March 20th to March 31st, 2020. 

Overstayers who turn themselves in during either period are entitled to receive 

penalty relieves including no detention, no entry ban and a minimum amount of 

fine. The purpose of this program is to encourage overstayers to turn themselves 

in so the Agency can help them return home safely” said General Director Chui, 

the head of the NIA. 

In order to follow the government’s policy of disease control, and attempt 

to reduce overstaying population in Taiwan, the NIA initiated the program from 

today to June 30th, while other authorities of law enforcement follow suit to the 

program when overstayers turn themselves in. To overstayers who turn 

themselves in during the designated period of this program, penalty relieves 

including no detention, no entry ban and a minimum fine of NTD 2,000 are 



entitled. After the designated period of the program, the NIA will push for an 

enhanced penalty amendment under the Immigration Act. On top of that, once 

the pandemic of COVID-19 eases, the Agency will strengthen enforcement and 

launch nation-wide sweeps against overstaying population.  

In cooperation with the Central Epidemic Command Center and the 

Ministry of Labor, the NIA will promote disease control and public hygiene 

awareness through multiple channels, including immigrant counseling, the NIA 

service centers and social media, meanwhile beef up the quarantine facilities to 

protect its front line staff. The NIA strongly urges overstayers to turn themselves 

in during the designated period of the program and the public to pass on the 

information to overstayers. Further information and details can be obtained 

through the hotlines 0800-024-881(NIA) and 1955(the Ministry of Labor). 


